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QUESTION 1 A View administrator is creating a new automated pool for a group of 1,000 users. The pool provisioning process
fails, and an error message displays: The status of vCenter Server at address myvcenter.company.com is unknown. Which two
configurations should be verified to diagnose the problem? (Choose two.) A. that port 18443 is open on the View Connection
Server firewall B. that there are no network problems between the View Connection Server and vCenter Server C. that the View
Connection Service is running on the View Connection Server D. that the Web service is running on vCenter Server Answer:
BDQUESTION 2 A group of desktop users report that when they attempt to log in to their corporate View environment, they are
unable to establish a secure connection to the Security Server. What should the administrator do to determine the cause of the
connection problem? A. verify that the desktop pool is enabled for connections B. confirm that the external URL maps to an
internal IP address C. examine the log files on both the Connection Server and the Security Server D. verify that the Security
Server and the domain controller are communicating Answer: C QUESTION 3 An organization has an automated desktop pool.
During logon at the beginning of a shift, most users are complaining that it is taking too long for the desktop to appear. All desktops
will eventually log on if given enough time. Increasing which setting will improve the connection times at the beginning of a shift?
A. number of desktops - minimum B. number of spare, powered-on desktops C. number of concurrent power operations D.
number of desktops - maximum Answer: B QUESTION 4 An organization requires users to be able to access Terminal Services
pool remotely. The administrator needs to ensure that bandwidth use is minimized. The use case includes Adobe Flash in browser
sessions. Which three actions will help limit the bandwidth being used by the remote users? (Choose three.) A. enable third-party
browser extensions in Internet Explorer B. use the Client Configuration ADM template to apply a GPO to enable Flash Cache C.
set PCoIP as the default protocol when the pool is created D. set Flash Throttling to High in View Administrator E. set Flash
Quality to Low in View Administrator Answer: ADE QUESTION 5 A View administrator is unable to create a desktop pool in
View Administrator. Which three things should the View administrator verify to diagnose the problem? (Choose three.) A. that the
account has sufficient permissions to access the objects in an ESX cluster B. that the account has sufficient permissions to create a
pool C. that the template does not have snapshots D. that the account has sufficient permissions to access the templates E. that
the account has sufficient permissions for the datastore Answer: ABD QUESTION 6 Which three operating systems are supported
for a View Transfer Server installation? (Choose three.) A. Windows Server 2008 32-bit B. Windows Server 2003 R2 SP2 32-bit
C. Windows Server 2003 SP2 64-bit D. Windows Server 2008 R2 64-bit E. Windows Server 2003 SP2 32-bit Answer: BDE
QUESTION 7 Which TCP port must be open on the firewall of the View Transfer Server? A. 443 B. 21 C. 389 D. 4172
Answer: A QUESTION 8 What is the minimum amount of memory required in order to install View Security Server on Windows
Server 2003? A. 1 GB B. 4 GB C. 2 GB D. 8 GB Answer: C Passing your Vmware VCP410-DT Exam by using the latest
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